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All Sundance employees tested

One hepatitis case known, official says
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

Despite reports of Hepatitis
Type A at Sundance Restaurant,
110 N. Main, Health Commissioner James Ryder said there
is no cause for alarm.
Dr. William Feeman. a Bowling Green physician who handled most of the testing
procedures, said Monday there
were "two very good suspects
for hepatitis." He added, ''Nine

more are 'possible cases' and 14
more have to be thoroughly
tested."

one was tested, and those who
were even slightly questionable
were yanked out of there."

However, Ryder said Monday's report of two cases of
hepatitis was incorrect to his
knowledge. "I am aware of only
one case of hepatitis," Ryder
said. "There may be more than
one case, but I'm aware only of
the one."'
He said, "The (Sundance)
management made sure every-

"The people of Bowling Green
who have patronized this restaurant have nothing to worry
about," Ryder said. "There is a
slight possibility that (the transmission of the virus) could occur, but it is not very likely."
He said the restaurant acted
properly in removing all foods

prepared during the time of the
employee's illness.
"HEPATITIS IS an odds
game." Rvder said, noting that
out of 1,000 persons who come in
contact with the virus, only six
will contract it.
Feeman advises people who
feel they may have contracted
the disease to have their blood
tested and to get a shot of gammaglobulin, which contains anti-

bodies to fight the virus. "If they
are worried, it is best to get
everything checked out."
Hepatitis affects the liver. It
can cause anything from nausea
and vomiting to death, Feeman
said. Some people have the disease and have none of the symptoms, while others have a case
severe enough to kill them.
"This is not the first time an
outbreak of hepatitis has happened in this area," Ryder said.

"There were 18 cases (of hepatitis) in Weston years ago."
Ryder said Feeman is continuing to run tests to determine
exactly how many people may
have contracted the virus. Feeman said he will know more
today, but the investigation will
not be complete until Saturday.
"If we think there is a proolem after all of the tests nave
been completed, we'll act upon
it," Ryder said. "But as for now,
we are not overly concerned."

Pentagon weapons
being investigated
for defective chips
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sophisticated weapons purchased
by the Pentagon in the past
decade may contain as many as
15 million defective microchips
of the type which failed last
month ana delayed the launch of
the space shuttle Discovery, the
Defense Department saia yesterday.
The chips - all built by Texas
Instruments at a plant in Taiwan and sold to other defense
contractors for installation in
various weapons - may not have
been properly tested, the Pentagon said.
The Pentagon has told defense
contractors to stop accepting
products which contain the tiny
chips until a review is completed
of Texas Instruments' testing
procedures.
The tiny silicon chips are at
the heart of almost all electronic
products now produced.
"Any weapon that contains a
sophisticated electronic part"
could contain the tiny chips, said
Donald E. Moore, quality control chief of the Defense Logistics Agency, which oversees the
Pentagon's annual purchases of
billions of dollars' worth of
weaponry.
ONE WEAPON the chips
were found in was the B-52, the
heart of America's nuclear
bomber force. The chips were in
some of the giant plane's onboard computers, Moore said at
a Pentagon news conference.
Moore insisted that "there is
no indication of any significant
reliability problem" with any
weapons, even though he said it
was a TI chip failure which
caused the shuttle.delay.

Michael Burch, assistant secretary of defense for public affairs, said, "At this point, there
is the possibility of criminal
investigation of TV'
Richard Purdue, TI's director
of public relations, said he would
have no immediate reaction to
Burch's statement.
On Monday, TI vice president
Norman Neureiter said in a telephone interview that the company had voluntarily halted
shipments of the chips and that
the problem was discovered by
TI during an internal company
audit.
But Moore said it was International Business Machines Corp.
which caught the possible testing irregularity and called it to
the Pentagon's attention.
He said IBM found the problem last year in a routine check
of whether chips it was buying
had been fully tested. IBM told
the Pentagon and has been talking with TI for more than a year
to try to resolve the problem,
Moore said.
All the chips were produced at
a TI plant in Taiwan and some
had been tested there while others were tested in Midland,
Texas.
MOORE SAID IS million chips
produced by TI "over a period of
eight years'' and sold to IBM are
"potentially suspect."
One of the TI chips in a computer aboard the Discovery
tailed on Aug. 28, causing the
third of the three launch pad
postponements in the maiden
voyage of the newest space shuttle, Moore said.
The failure delayed the takeoff by 24 hours, but Discovery
went on to carry out a successful
six-day mission.

Rules called unfair
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter
One of the biggest complaints
in colonial America was taxation without representation and,
according to USG President Bob
Wade, a similar situation has
occurred at Harshman QuadVade said rules, namely noise
and escort policies, in
Harshman are more strict than
mandated by Residence Life
policies.
"USG feels the strict rules are
unfair because there is no student representation," Wade
said. "The students should have
some input as to whether or not
they want such strict rules, and
our indication is that they do
not"
Ben Katz, sophomore accounting major and resident of
Anderson Hall, a unit in
Harshman Quad, said he believes the rules in Harshman are
definitely more strict than in
any other residence hall.
I think the rules were developed with good intentions, but I
think they're pushing it a little
too far." Katz said. "In other
halls like Founders, they are a
lot more relaxed with the rules."
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant
vice president for Academic Affairs, residential services, disagrees.
"THERE ARE no rules at the

Harshman Quad that aren't at
every other residence hall,"
Paulsen said.
Paulsen added noise and escort policies are being more
strictly enforced in all the residence halls this year because of
the student responses to Residence Life surveys. Students
complained most about not being able to study or sleep in their
rooms and about non-resident
traffic in the halls, she said.
Wade said Harshman has
handed out "substantially more
warnings" concerning rule infractions than any other quad or
residence hall on campus, but
exact statistics are not available.
"The rules in the Harshman
Quad do not contradict but add
to Residence Life policies,"
Wade said.
He said the rules for the quad
were made by the Harshman
complex coordinator, Ed Klein,
with the aid of a computer printout showing what students
wanted in a residence hall, but
without direct student involvement.
Klein declined comment.
Wade said the Office of Residence Life has not been willing
to discuss the matter with him.
Paulsen said she'd be glad to
talk to anybody to explain Residence Life's position.
"We (USG) will do everything
within our means to alleviate the
problem," Wade said. "We are
here to represent the students."

t

Harvard connection
Doug Schumacher, junior chemistry major, works on a special research
project In one of the newly completed chemistry labs In the Physical
Sciences building. Schumacher is attempting to create a dye for use In

Photo/Kim Fatica
chemotherapy that would be mixed with oxygen to kill tumorous cells.
Schumacher said the Chemistry Department has begun to collaborate
with the University of Harvard Medical School on this effort.

Former student at University

New priest joins campus parish
by Jim Lesczynski Jr.

reporter
The Rev. Herb Weber, the
new pastor of St. Thomas
More University Parish, is a
man with zeal for life. If his
Slans go as expected, Bowling
reen will soon be infected
with that same zeal.
Weber, 36 and a native of
Ottoville, Ohio, is no stranger
to Bowling Green. He received his bachelor's degree
from the University in 1969.
After graduating, Weber
continued his education and
obtained a master of divinity
from St. Meinrad Seminary in
St. Meinrad, Ind., a master of
art in religious studies at Indiana University in Bloomington and a master of
social work from Loyola University of Chicago.
A priest for 10 years, Weber
has taught high school religion, worked for Catholic Social Services and been an
associate at several parishes.
This is his first assignment as
a pastor.
WEBER IS author of "The
Parish Help Book: A Guide to
Social Ministry and Faith"
and several magazine articles. He is working on a series
of columns for the National
Catholic News Service.
In addition to his parish
work and writing, Weber reads everything he can get his
hands on. To Keep in shape,
he swims a half-mile three
times a week.
He is also fond of plays, and
most of his records, including
many rare recordings, are
from Broadway musicals.
Weber, who has been in
Bowling Green since July 2,
said he enjoys the challenge
of his new position.
"We work as a team here,"
he said. "I make sure they
have what they need to finish
their jobs. I try to support
everyone."

Weber said he is also interested in counseling. "I like
being available for people
who just want to have somebody to talk to," he said.
"With my background in social work, I've nad a lot of
exposure to counseling."
AS PART of his personal
philosophy, Weber encourages people to get as much as
possible out of life. "I like to
see anybody use whatever
talent they have. I try to be a
catalyst: to activate them, to

Rev. Herb Weber

get people on fire."
when asked about the difference between students now
and those who attended the
University with him 15 years
ago, Weber said it was too
early to tell, but first impressions were very good. "Most
(of the students) come across
as incredibly open and
friendly."
He said when he was a
University student, most students were divided into very
separate factions of radical

hippies and clean-cut conservatives. "I don't think that
division is there anymore,"
he added.
Weber has set goals for the
year ahead.
"My first goal for myself is
to pick up the tempo of the
University," he said! "I want
to do a lot of listening to see
what questions people have
and find out their needs. I
would also like to see St.
Thomas More become a place
known for it's hospitality."
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—Editorial— God, sin and how you vote
Tougher bike laws
needed on campus

When bikers at the University choose to use central
sidewalks between classes where pedestrians are
walking, it often turns out that the walkers must leap
from the biker's path.
In downtown Bowling Green, bikers are outlawed
from riding on the sidewalks in the central business
district because of the traffic problems they can
promote. The University has no such laws and we think
they should.
Bikers should not be allowed to ride on the central
sidewalks through campus during the 10-minute period
when students are changing classes because they
cause traffic congestion and hazardous conditions for
pedestrians.
Five percent of the traffic accidents on campus
involve bicycles, according to Dean Gerkens, associate director of the police division of the Department
of Public Safety.
He said Public Safety is cracking down on campus
bikers by issuing written warnings to those who do not
observe stop signs, do not yield to pedestrians or do not
observe one-way signs. Second offenders will be cited
and those arrested will have to appear in municipal
court.
This is one way to end some of the traffic congestion
on campus; however, the best way would be to outlaw
riding bikes through campus while students are changing classes.
One suggestion for students who ride their bikes to
classes is that they park their bikes at the edge of
campus if they are coming from off campus and walk
to campus, or arrive on campus before students are
changing classes.

American's living in
a programed world
by Shelly Trusty
The fan buzzed, and the tick
began in the darkened room.
"Six, five, four, three, two, one
start," flickered upon the
screen. Another "Patches the
Pony" movie was beginning in
my kindergarten class.
Patches, an animated horse,
would ask the class, "If a
stranger comes up to you, what
do you say?" The class would
then recite the magic words,
"Patches the Pony says, 'Never
talk to strangers. Patches was
a good guy. He was almost as
good as Smokey the Bear.
We were being trained in the
boxed truths of society, and we
continue to recite the words and
concepts of packaged morality
in our adulthood: "Abortion
kills, save the whales, no nukes,
Coke is it, and only you can
prevent forest fires." We can
say them, we can yell them on
demand. They sneak into our
conversations. Jingles jangle in
our heads. We wear society's
labels on our clothes. We stop
and go with colored lights. We
worry about brainwashing of
cults, Russian propaganda, and
hidden messages in Muzak.
We are so technical and mechanical that we have become
business machines, and machines' business. We don't think
about information; we let it
wash through us, storing, and
froducingit when it is asked for.
f it is on TV, the radio, or hasn't
been printed in the National

Enquirer, it has to be true.
There is no arguing with the
American public; John Doe
knows all because he read it in
I7ie New York Times. We pray
to the god of commercialism.
The human heart has been
replaced. Humanity's internal
organs can be exchanged and
reused. We can see through the
eyes of others, walk a mile in the
feet of another man and be born
again. This hasn't made us better human beings, but it has
made us more feasible.
With technology, we are even
learning how to make the human
brain better. Teach the children
to follow programs, throw them
bytes of logic, mathematical
statistics and software. Creativity is no longer the style. Artists,
philosophers and musicians are
strange. They want to undermine the society that you and I
have built. They have ideas
about creative thought and how
the mind can be expanded with
ideas. They express their petty
feeling through things like lanSuage and music and sculpture,
forst of all, they want to teach
others how to do the same. They
will teach you the way to let your
feelings be known. They will
teach you how to communicate.
They will teach you how to talk
to strangers. Remember what
Patches said: you must never
talk to strangers.
Shelly Trusty, a columnist
for the News, is a Junior English
major from Reno, Nevada.
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News or important issues concerning the University and its
community.
Guest columns from members
of the University community are
gladly accepted.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, doublespaced and signed. Your ad-

dress and phone number must
be included for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous. All
submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
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by Art Buchwald
The issue of the separation of
church and state has reared its
head in the 1964 presidential
campaign. It may not be good
for the state but it's not bad for
television preachers.
My favorite, the Right Reverend Rolls Royce. devoted his
entire hour to this subject the
other morning. He said:
"I'm going to speak to you
today about God, sin and the
American election. The secular
humanists would have you believe that religion must not play
a part in government - that we
should not mix religion when it
comes to re-electing the greatest
president on this good green
globe.
"Well, my friends, the Bible
has something to say about this.
What does the Bible say about
state and religion? You can find
out by sending $50 for this velvet-bound illustrated edition,
which we have printed at cost, to
guide you in making what could
be the greatest decision of your
life. For those of you who can't
afford this beautiful goldtrimmed book, we are offering a
paperback edition for $15, so no

one can say that he or she wasn't
informed on the issues.
"Do religion and government
mix? Well, I'm going to tell you
a story. A man came to me last
month and said he didn't think
he was better off today than he
was four years ago. He had lost
his job, his benefits were running out and he could hardly
feed his family on the food
stamps that he was receiving.
He told me because of his precarious situation he was confused and didn't know whom to
vote for in November.
"I told him when he goes into
the voting booth, he must not
think of his own petty problems.
He must decide which party's
platform supports God and
which party's platform supports
Satan. I gave him copies of both
parties' platforms. Do you know
what this man did after reading
them? He gave me his last $5 for
a Reagan bumper sticker.
"The aggressive humanists
would have us believe that the
fathers of the Constitution deliberately set out to keep state and
religion separate. Well, I'm
holding a copy of the Constitution in my hand, the most beautiful political document ever

devised by man. This document
can be yours free, if you send $10
for postage costs and hajKiliiig.
It is printed on parchment with
the First Amendment in bold red
type. Whenever a humanist cites
the Supreme Court on keeping
religion out of the government
Sou can show him this document
i prove the Supreme Court justices are wrong.
"My friends, too many of us
take it for granted how blessed
we are to live in a country under
God. We're afraid to show our
true feelings. But we have to
shout to the world that we're the
Seatest so it can be heard all
! way to the Kremlin. You
may be asking how you can do
this. You can do it by displaying
this American flag. For just
$100, you can hang one of these
flags in your window. I have
personally blessed each of them,
so you're not just buying an
American flag, but one that was
touched by God's hand.
"Don't just sit there and let
the secular humanists turn this
country into a Communist state.
Go to your phones now and call
this toll free number. If God
didn't want you to have this flag

he wouldn't have let me accept
your American Express, MasterCard or Visa cards.
"I want to conclude this
broadcast by telling you about
the wonderful prayer breakfast
I attended In Dallas where I
heard the inspirational words of
our peat president. After the
breakfast I went up to our Commander in Chief on earth to
bless him. I would like to share
that moving moment with you.
My wife Lulubelle took an Instamatic photograph of the president snaking my hand. If you
will send just $20 we will mail
you a framed copy of that picture which you can hang in your
living room to show your
friends. It is something you will
cherish for the rest of your life.
This is a collector's item and the
only picture in existence of Ronald Reagan and myself. The
offer is limited to the first 50,000
people who send in their checks.
After that we will burn the negative and no one will be able to
reproduce this miracle photograph again.
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Housing industry to Mondaie will begin
see changes in rates to move at Reagan
by John Cunnlff
Discounted ARMs, those
mortgages that hauled homebuilders out of the pits and
boosted financially strapped
folks into the houses of their
dreams, may be losing strength.
The turn of events comes
after a year in which such loans,
as if by magic, helped many
people to qualify for a house
they otherwise couldn't afford.
Now, says the nation's largest independent mortgage
banker, Lomas & Nettleton, everyone seems to be turning his
back on ARMs - borrowers, financial markets in which ARMs
are wholesaled, regulatory
agencies and money markets.
In the volatile 1970s, though,
interest rates in general soared,
but not on those fixed-rate mortgages. By contract, lenders
couldn't raise the rates. And if
they tried, usury laws would
have intervened.
The solution, which was
worked out over several years
between regulators and lenders,
was the introduction of adjustable rate mortgages, or loans on
which the interest rate would
rise, or even fall, with rates in
general.
In 1961, only 5 percent of
mortgage loans were ARMs.

Ibis year, two-thirds of them
are ARMs. Borrowers liked
them because of the lower rates.
Lenders loved them because
ARMs offered better protection
in volatile markets.
The Federal National Mortgage Association, the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, the
Federal Housing Administration, the U.S. League of Savings
Associations and others agreed
that ARMs should be standardized.
Now, an ARM borrower's income must be 3.57 times the
mortgage payments, versus
only 3 times for a fixed-rate
borrower. On any ARM with
negative amortization, the borrower must put at least 10 percent down.
In addition, there are limits
on the depth of a first-year discount that is offered to a buyer.
The Federal National Mortgage
Association's limit is 2.5 percentage points, meaning that if
the market rate is 14 percent,
the association will not purchase
from a lender any mortgage
with a rate of less than 11.5
percent.
Standards still aren't universal, but temptations have been
reduced.
John Cunniff is a business
analyst for the Associated
Press.

by Donald M. Rothberg
As the campaign enters its
climactic eight weeks. Walter
Mondaie counts on taking the
initiative away from President
Reagan by hammering away at
a limited number of issues.
The Mondaie strategy is
based on the belief that his positions on such issues as deficits,
nuclear arms, the environment
and fairness are closer to the
views of a majority of voters
than are Reagan's.
At this stage in the campaign, Mondaie staffers concede
their candidate is a decided underdog. They don't argue with
the suggestion that Reagan retains a remarkable hold on public esteem.
But what they do argue is
that there is plenty of polling
data to suggest that Mondaie is
on the right side of a number of
key issues.
If that's correct, their Job is
to convince voters the Democratic nominee is a credible
alternative to Reagan, to transfer their agreement with Monday's positions to support for
the candidate.
But it is a strategy that has
its risks. It counts on Americans
agreeing with the proposition
that the high deficits will destroy the economic recovery
that is the president's strongest

issue and their being willing to
accept a tax increase to deal
with the red ink.
The White House response is
to portray Mondaie as a compulsive taxer, a man whose first
instinct always is to go for raising taxes. The president, on the
other hand, is pictured as a man
who would raise taxes only after
exhausting every other possibility.
Mondaie complains Reagan
wants to rerun the 1980 campaign and he's absolutely right.
History might eventually treat
Jimmy Carter kindly, but right
now, the American people seem
unwilling to forgive him for the
problems that plagued the nation during his presidency.
That is the reality the Reagan campaign is trying to establish for voters to examine when
they make their choice. And, of
course, Mondaie was very much
a part of the Carter presidency.
Now Mondaie is out in the
land trying to shift that perception, working to get voters to
look forward instead of back.
He's telling them the future
would be chancy under Reagan.
It's an effort to exploit the same
public doubts that seemed to
exist in 1980 but were lost in the
rejection of Carter.
Donald M Rothbere is the
chief political writer of the Associated Press.

Letters
Solicitation policy
questioned by Prof.
The controversy over a solicitation policy is reflecting to the
detriment of our University.
When 1 go elsewhere to present a
seminar on my research, and
have to field questions about
administrative policy, it certainly is not the sort of appearance we want to display.
From a pragmatic standpoint,
the AAUP is a small group nere,
they are not revolutionaries and
I can assure anyone from Governor Celeste to our students that
the dozen or so AAUP members
will not harass people. I subscribe to the idea that a university is the place where free
exchange of ideas is necessary.
President Harold Shapiro, of the
University of Michigan, recently
articulated the viewpoint that
the University of Michigan
should tolerate every type of
idea and political expression.
Michigan has risen to an extremely respected university on
this sort of philosophy. Now, I
am not a member of AAUP and
my personal sentiments are not
inclined toward a faculty union,
except as an extreme last resort. If the faculty are not polarized, there will be no union here.
The reputation of a university
rises by an extremely slow process whereby the research of the
faculty ana the talents of graduates are recognized by other
university faculties in the world
and In the U.S. Our reputation
has been creeping upward over
the years. A decline In the reputation of a university can be
amazingly swift. Only the hint of
trouble will make it more difficult to hire the best young fac-

ulty to come here. National
Merit students are not stupid
and they can go to the college of
their choice. We do not need to
lose the best among our applicants to universities that are
less dogmatic about rules and
regulations. A person's general
satisfaction has much to do with
efficiency; we do not need any
fraction of our faculty to feel
restricted or to think that
censorship will be applied to
them unfairly. Is it not possible
to have a rule where anyone in
the University can phone the
police if they are being harassed? The campus mail brings
me many items that are tossed
in my waste basket, but this is
not harassment - even numerous exhortations to buy tickets
from the athletics area is not
harassment. Plenty of mail
comes in from the Alumni Center because both my wife and I
are alums. We may have some
envy to read about trips to Tahiti, to France or to Tokyo as an
Alumni special group visit, but it
is not harassment - even when it
is winter here. Please, let us
have no censorship and let us
end this unfortunate confrontation quietly.
Karl Schorr
Professor

Reagan reasoning
doubted on defense
It seems to me that President
Reagan thinks he is still in Hollywood. After watching the NBC
television special "Star Wars"
defense in space I have come to
the conclusion that Mr. Reagan
seriously lacks the ability to

make sensible decisions when it
comes to U.S. defense. The President seems to think that this
world is one big video game,
real war just isn't that simple,
sorry Mr. Reagan. America
can't afford to let Reagan play
his games, with 200 billion dollar
deficits we can't afford to sit Mr.
Reagan down in front of his T.V.
with a home video game so he
can blast Soviet missiles out of
the air.
I don't think this is what
George Lucas had in mind when
he developed the characters of
Princess Leia and Luke Skywalker. It's obvious that Mr.
Reagan did take the whole story
seriously, but what can you expect from a man who is Hollywood born and bred.
Finally I would just like to say
that Mr. Reagan not only lacks
good judgement but he also
lacks the ability to back up previously made statements, when
under quite a bit of pressure to
justify his spending for national
defense, he claimed it was for
the nation's best interest to build
up the defense arsenals. Now he
claims that the reason for his
star wars plan is to make all
nuclear missiles "obsolete and
impotent.'' It takes just some
simple math to see why America
can't afford Mr. Reagan. In
each of his four years in office he
spent about 200 billion dollars on
defense, this comes to a total of
about 800 billion dollars. Now he
wants to spend upwards of 1
trillion dollars to make 800 billion dollars worth of missiles
"obsolete and impotent." What
all of this adds up to is 1 trillion,
800 billion dollars spent to make
all of the missiles Mr. Reagan
has built in the past four years

'

useless. This Is a vicious and
idiotic circle that Reagan has
formed and which America
can't afford.
James B. Vanzant
325 Bromfield

'Purple Rain' review
was "grossly unjust"
I am writing this letter in
response to Marcy Grande's
grossly unjust review of "Purple
Rain" which ran in Friday's
edition. To begin with, Prince's
involvement with the film goes
far beyond that of his acting
ability. The movie itself is a
testament to his unique grandeur. Beyond taking part in the
writing and producing of the
film, Prince is also responsible
for the formation of the bands
which appeared in the film. Morris Day and the Time, and Vanity Six (its successor band
Appolonia Six appeared in the
movie) came into existence because of Prince, and have now
been called to our attention because of "Purple Rain."
The semi-autobiographical
film shows more than one side to
Prince. He reveals himself as
fallible, demanding, and in some
instances, cruel. The pace of the
movie is fast enough to keep the
shortest of attention spans, and
yet gracefully portrays several
tense scenes with high regard.
"Purple Rain" is captivating
and highly uplifting.
And so, Marcie, if it's Redford
you want, I suggest you spend
your precious $4.50 on a poster.
Jenny Barnard
lie Mooney

Local
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Decals stolen in Lot 6 8tu*at*MRstudents
by April McClellan
staff reporter

Two University students this
week reported parking decals
had been removed from their
cars since Saturday, according
to Dean Gerkens, associate director of the police division of
Public Safety.
When the thefts occurred.

both cars were parked in Lot 6 in
front of the stadium.
Also, one of the car's chrome
bumpers had an undetermined
amount of damage.

signed a specific serial number
for identification.
"We've never had this problem with decals before. This was
the first time," Gerkens said.

Students, faculty and staff
purchase the decals which enable them to park on campus for
the entire year in designated
parking lots. Each decal is as-

"If these decals show up on
another car, the owner of the car
will be arrested, have to go to
criminal court and (possibly)
fined $50," Gerkens said.

City plans 2 water towers
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The construction of two
new 1.5 million-gallon water
towers in Bowling Green will
increase the city's water
tower capacity to 4 million
gallons and "put a day's supply of water in the air," Lyle
Wright, city director of utilities, said yesterday.
One tower will be built on
the east side of the city, at the
south edge of Carter Park on
Campbell Hill Road, while the
proposed site of the west side
tower is the south edge of
Winterearden Park on Wintergarden Road, said David
Barber, a city engineer and

director of public works.
City Council decided the
Wintergarden Park site was
preferenced for the west
tower at a special meeting
Monday night.
Barber said each of the new
towers will cost an estimated
$1.5 million.
NO BIDS have been submitted for construction because specifications have not
been finalized, Barber said.
He said the city expects to
advertise for bids Jan. 1,1985,
with construction to begin
sometime next spring.
The city now has two
500,000-gallon towers. One is
on the southwest corner of

Manville and Clough streets
and one at the booster station
on Ohio 64, north of the city.
The booster station tower
usually stores water pumped
from tie Maumee River until
the tank is full, Wright said.
The water is then pumped
from the tower to the Manville tower as it is emptied
through normal water use.
Wright said the two towers
combined hold about 750,000
gallons at any one time.
"We wanted the new towers just to have more water
there (available for use),"
Wright said, adding the city
uses 3 to 4 million gallons a
day."

CAP promotes education
by J. Dougla t Gurnkk
staff reporter

The road to a college education is much harder for some
people than for others.
Financial difficulties, family
problems and lack of motivation
are some of the factors people
must overcome. The College Access Program (CAP) aids people who encounter such
difficulties.
CAP uses University students
to help people receive high
school diplomas and pursue
higher education.
It is comprised of two federally-funded programs, Upward
Bound and Educational Talent
Search. Neither of these programs caters directly to University students.
"We may not be focusing on
the University students because
they have already made educational decisions, but, subsequently, some (program
participants) do attend the University," according to Jack Taylor, acting director of
educational development.
Both College Access Programs are free, federally funded
groups which provide academic

20% OFF
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
for
UA0 Director of Public Relations
Applications available in UAO office, 3rd
floor, Union - due by September 14. Must
have been UAO member for one Semester.
Call 2-2343 for more information.

access to anyone wanting to
work toward their high school
degrees and beyondT Taylor
"We are chiefly concerned
with two different groups of people: lower income Toledo high
school students who need our
help financially or may find
difficulty in making the transition (through Upward
Bound)," he said. 'We also offer
assistance (through Educational Talent Search) for those that
have dropped out of school and
have been removed from the
educational setting."
THE UNIVERSITY has hired
many work-study students to aid
the Upward Bound Program by
tutoring students in math. English, social sciences ana improving reading skills. "The
program has been beneficial to
students that have worked for it
and the students that have benefited from their tutoring," Taylor said.
The Educational Talent
Search is designed to help people graduate from high school
and enroll in some post-secondary education, such as vocational or technical school, a college
or university.

r
I *750

"This includes many people
who may have left school for
some reason and have now decided to go back and get their
high school diploma, Taylor
said. "We'll do all we can to help
those people along the way to
getting the education they deserve.
The major difference between
ETS and Upward Bound is ETS
has no age limit. The emphasis
is placed on those who have
dropped out of the educational
"WE'VE HELPED to put people through butcher school up in
Toledo. Any way a person can
use their Pell grant to develop
an occupational skill that will
help them in society, we'll help
them."
Although Upward Bound operates from the Administration
Building and is a Universitv-related program, it works with the
Toledo area because there is a
greater percentage of low income housing.
"The government awards
grants where the need is most
Prevalent," Taylor said. "Since
oledo is a more populous area
(than Bowling Green), the effort
is emphasized there."

SPECIAL Any Large 16" On* Item Pizza For

>v ALL SERVICES _
With this Ad thru Oct. 1

JiUi
HiUi
H_£

E>. RWM II M.
Chicago Stul* Eiva

I
I

? } V P I g ?
Vicki Ernsthausen, Sherie Orians
Formerly from Macy's

plus oFRiE 2 Liter btl.
of PEPSI with this
coupon. P, J10.20
value. Ask for when
ordering.

Open 4 P.m.

FREE DELIVERY
HLULT JOJ N

Ont Coupon P#f Plzzo

mo«. s.

Expires 9/30/84

352-5166

Tim Messenger

Voted Best Ptzia In B.C.

115 Clough, 352-0061

Student Recreation Center

r

•f

FALL FITNESS PROGRAM
FIT-FOR-ALL AEROBICS
LEVEL

TIMES

DAYS

Green
"Go for It"
25 minutes aerobic

LOCATION

Tuesday and Thursday
Tuesday and Thursday
Monday thru Thurs.
Monday thru Thurs.
Friday

* 7-8 AM
Noon-1 PM
5:30-6:30
7-8 PM
5:15-6:15 PM

Combatives/Dance
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center
Activity Center

Monday thru Thurs.
Monday and Wednesday

Noon-12:45 PM
7-7:45 PM

Combatives/Dance
Combatives/Dance

Monday and Wednesday
Tuesday and Thursday

Noon-12:45
5:30-6:15

Archery/Golf
Archery/Golf

•The 7-8 am program is Fitness for Men

Yellow
"Exercise with Caution"
15-20 minutes aerobic
Red

"Easy Does It"
8-10 minutes aerobic
Stretch N' Flex
Tuesday and Thursday
Noon-1 2:30 PM
Weight Room Awareness
Wednesday
8-9 PM
Tuesday
Water Aerobics
8-9 PM
(September 17-November 20)
Must sign up in SRC Office
All participants are encouraged to go through the PRE-SCREENING ACTIVITIES:
Monday- Thursday, September 17-20, 5:30-8 PM,
Activity Center. Find out where you should be placed
(Fit For All I, II, or III) and chart your progress throughout the semester.

Archery/Golf
Weight Rooms
Club Pool

••DROP-IN PROGRAM DATES: SEPTEMBER 24 - DECEMBER 14

»»»»<
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Number of foreign students rises
by Teresa Perretti
staff reporter

The number of international
students attending the University has risen from 330 last year
to 380 this year, according to
Douglas Daye, director of the
Center for International Programs.
The international students
represent 60 different countries,
he said.
"When recruiting international students, we do take under consideration that they will
be paying out-of-state fees,"
Daye said.

Standards for international
students in the University program include academic backround, English proficiency and
ability to pay fees.
"International students pay
the same fees as those individuals paying out-of-state fees,"
Jeff Grilliot, assistant director
of the Center for International
Programs, said.
According to Daye each individual application is reviewed
by he and Grilliot.
"We have a library which
contains grading systems from
many other countries. This

Beta Alpha Psl/Acrounting
Club - Tonight a joint organizational meeting will be beld
for Beta Alpha Psi and the
Wednesday, Sept. 12
accounting
honor society in
Organizations Fair - A student organizations fair will be the Campus Room of the Uniheld today 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in versity Union at 7:30 p.m.
the Grand Ballroom of the Campos Democrats - An orUniversity Union. More than ganizational meeting for all
75 student clubs, groups and Democrats will be neld toorganizations will be rep- night at 7:30 p.m. in 200 Moseresented. Free and open to ley Hall. Open to all.
all.
Public Skating - There will be
Non-Traditional Student Se- public skating tonight from 8
ries - Today 11:30 a.m. to p.m. to 10 p.m. at the Ice
12:30 p.m. there will be a time Arena. Cost for students is
management seminar held in $1.25 with a valid University
the Capital Room of the Uni- ID. Skate rental is 50 cents.
versity Union. It is free and Dateline, a daily service of
open to all non-traditional stu- the News, lists dates and
dents.
times of campus events. SubSoccer - BGSU will take on missions by all organizations
Marquette University in a are welcome and must be
soccer match today at 3:30 turned in typed and doublep.m. at the Mickey Cochrane spaced one week prior to the
event.
Field.

Dateline

helps us to review grades and
scores of the students," Daye
said.
THE MAJORITY of international students attending the
University are from Asian countries but the program offers
students from many other nations the opportunity to study
here.
"Most of the international students find Bowling Green to be a
quiet, safe and cost-reasonable
place to attend classes," Daye
said.
The University prides itself in

the diversity of its international
students.
"We have a very diverse international student body. We
don't specialize or cater to any
certain nationality," Grilliot
said.
American students are urged
to take a look at the various
cultures of the students by attending International Coffee
Hours neld every Tuesday and
Thursday from 2 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. in 17 Williams Hall.

USG position filled
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

The resignation of USG's National State and Community Affairs coordinator Dan Fawcett
two weeks ago left a vacancy in
the USG cabinet.
Last night, at the first Undergraduate Student Government
general assembly meeting of the
semester, President Bob Wade
announced he and Vice President Cindy Smith's appointment
to fill that void: the selection of
senior political science and economics major Bob Stovach.
"The whole idea (of cabinet
selection) is to surround yourself with good people and that's
what we did by selecting Bob
(Stovach)," Wade said.
Stovach and the rest of the

cabinet members who were chosen last semester by Wade and
Smith were all unanimously approved by the general assembly
last night.
In other business. Student
Welfare Coordinator Matt Shull
announced plans to improve
USG's Dial-A-Ride/Dial-ARider program.
"The problem we have is students call to get rides, but nobody thinks of calling to give
someone a ride home," Shull
said. "It is basically a carpool
and we need help from both
riders and drivers to make the
service work."
Wade also announced plans to
obtain a computer consultant to
help with training for USG members on their new IBM computer.

Kaffeestunde

Photo/croi Murphy

Eric Miller, graduate assistant, in the German and Russian department,
helps himself to a slice of coffeecake at the German Club
Kaffeestunde (coffee hour), held on the porch of Shatzel Hall.
There is an International coffee house held every Tuesday and
Thursday, each having a different ethnic theme, from 1:30 to 4:30
p.m. in room 17 of Williams Hall.

STADIUM LAUNDRY
"Clean & Comfortable Atmosphere"

OPEN 7 DAYS 8:00 AM - 10:30 PM
• Attendant On Duty
• Dry Cleaning
• Laundry - Self Serve Or Drop OH

IN STADIUM PLAZA

Jordache" jeans.
Plus shirts.
Sale 6.99. Reg $15
Westward, ho1 Our
sporty shirt in plaids,
stripes, or solid color
polyester cotton; 5 to 15
Sale 15.99, Reg S36
Lustrous cotton
corduroy leans by
Jordache" in greatfitting 5-pocket style:
junior sizes

JCPenney
136 S. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio

'9*4 J C PtineyComp*", Int

Along with a new decor, the new look at Rax
Restaurants centers on the greenhouse. The first In
Toledo area restaurants to feature a greenhouse; this
area of dining, with all Its greenery, rattan furniture,
and pleasant musk, creates an ambiance for relaxation and enjoyment. The main dining room continues
this atmosphere. The endless salad bar - breakfast
*"j buffet is the centerpiece with wall-mounted plants to
•4 compliment the green and beige decor.

PhlUy Beef n Cheese

$1.69

:s

Turkey Bacon Club

$1.69

j This offer not valid with any other discount II This offer not valid with any other discount
or coupon. Sales tax charged where
I or coupon. Sales tax charged where
[applicable. Offer good
I! applicable. Offer good
at participating RAX
I at participating RAX
I Restaurants only.
I Restaurants only.
•
BG Guptas**
RANTS
|5S,li*ta
IttSOTRArVIS

•MS*

I

tn

|

1006 N. Main St. at Poe Rd.
175 at Rt. 20 - Perrysburg
Bowling Green 1465 N. Scott St. - Napoleon

pizza!
pizza!
two qtcal pi* iail

One km ptlcc.
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save 20% and more,
plus special values

Services
offered in
35th year

THURSDAY ONLY

Savings for misseSi juniors, children and men!
Mlssas and Petite dra.ses, tultt

Junior rolatod saparatos

Chaus corduroy soporotos

Mlssas elastic blazars

save 25%

sale $42-$60

save 20%

save 25%

Skirls, pontt and bomber jackets,
plus plaid flannel skirts, thin* with
matching sweaters Gray, cognac
brown and block. Sizes 6*16. Rog.
$38 $49 Ml* 20.50-36.75
Young Collector (D664)

Orig- $54 $80 Wool blonds and cor
duroys by Don Robbie. Investments.
Coptlons. moro. Fully lined styling.
Tweeds and solids. Sires 818.
Ploia/Wetlport (005/104).

Entiro stock regularly priced drassos
and suits, additional 25% off already
reduced dresses and suits. Orig.*
$44 $150 .ole$19-$120

Selected stylos by Genesis
moral Blazers, skirts, sweaters
shirts, pants and moro. 3-13.
Reg $12 $44 sol. SI $11
Junior. (0217)

tctttassa, Case ftatJoti Otaissi

I4K gold, .t.rllng sllvor, vormoll

Bettor and doslgnor hondbags

save 25%

Save 50% and more

Junior styles in strip**, solids and
mor. SIMM 3-1 3 Reg $27 $35
sal. M.25-26.2S
Junior. (0121).

Inllro stock of precious matal chains.
Herringbones serpentines, twists.
precious semi stylos. 7"-30".
Rag. $9 $640, sale 4.50 $120
Precious Jewelry (0626/629).

HoolthTox soloctod style.

save 25%
For Infant!, toddlers Girls 4-14. Boys
4-14. Related saparatos. knit tops.
dresses tats, fall playwsMr.
Rog $o-$14, »olo4.St-ll.M
Children's (061/72/50).

fi.entlal. corduroy separate.. 25% off.
616. Rog. $32 $44 .ale $24 $13
Inrlro stock of Claud, wool Mood skirt..
25% off. Orig. • $32 $50 sal. $24-17.50
Famous mak.r selected now foil group*.
20%-25% oil Rag. $42 $100
salo31.50-$75

save 25%

sale $21-22.75

Entiro stock. Cotton/polyostar blonds
in solids, patterns. 14 V.-17, 32-35.
Rag. $16 $23. salo$12-17.25
Men s (DO).

Rag. $30 32.30. Ballad tri blends and
Iri wools by Farah. 32 42W.
Camel, navy, gray and moro.
Men's (Dill).

Accessories

Dress Shirts, Ties

Moms -Toddlers teg $30 $60 sate H.60-MI
Girl. 4 14. Reg $43 SI 10. sale SI .50-02.60
toys 4 14 Reg »X $ 110 sole 22.60-01.60
Chlldrens(D6l/72/50).

Entiro stock Mlssas sweater drassos by
Knlttory, 20% oH. Orig • 39.90-69 90. sola
II 92 55.92
All Ml.se.. Petite polyester crepe do
china drassos. 40% off and moral Orig.*
$44 $48. sale 25.50-20.50
Dresses (DllO/2S2/57/ISO/ll4/l'r"iaS)
Selection varies by .tore.

Coats
Mlssas rainwear. 20% 30% off. Long and
short stylos. Rag. $85-$ 185 sale 560$ 141
Outerweor (DI69).

Related fall separatas 25% oil largo
selection Orig* $13 $33 sala9.7S-24.75

task and rtov.lty swaotart. vasts, 25%
off. SMI. Rog. $1 B $28 sal. I2.M-$2I

Selected famous maker coordinates. 25%
off. Rog. $16 $44 sol. $12 $33

Ml.sas ca.ualsvear by Run. Fir. Islonder
40% 60% off. Rag. $21 $44.
sola 1.40-26.40
Fall coordinates from P.rsonal Hob.,
dashary, 25% off Rag. $30 $70 sol.

Entire stock Palmetto', sportswoor. 20%
off. Rog. $22 $46 sale 17.60-16.00
Sweater vests, 25% off. Silk/Angora,
acrylic Orig* $24 $36. .ale $10 $27
Plold flannel shirts, 25% off. Ovorsliod
stylos tool Orig.' $20. solo 14.90
Entire stock of Jr. drasses. 30% off. Rag.
$24 $112, sal. 16.00-70.40
Junior. (DI33/119/121/214/605/615/215/245).

Accessories

22.50-52.50
Inrlro stock knit coordlnat.s by Cos Cob,
moro. 30% oil
Rog. $22 $63
sal.

15.40-44.10
La Sw..t.hlrt 2-pc. Haaca tth,
acrylic SMI Special »alu« 27.M

100%

Wool and wool Mend ceordlnete. by Run
moro. 20% oil
Rag. $30 $100, sale
$24-$tO
Summer ploywaor by Alteon. Jantien.
moro. 70% off. Orig • $12 $62
.ale

t.SO-lt.ot
. Fall vasts from Captions and Essentials.
30% off. Rog. 16.50 $26. sale 11.55-10.50

Shop now by phone, day O' night<

Entiro .lock panties (excluding Calvin
Klein). 20% off Rog. 2.75-7.50, sale

2.20-06
Intimate (D236/26/I55/6O0/64/I22/7).

Children's
Infant's fashion strotch sleepers, 25% off.
SMI Rog. $10 $14. sola 7.50-11.50
Infant, toddler, boys. girl. Osh Koth Play
wear 25% oil Rag. $12 $20. sola $9-$15
Infant, toddler, girl. 414 dresses
off. Rog. $12 $45. tola $9-33.75

25%

Girl. 4-14 wool blond and corduroy
coordlnat.s, 30% oil Rog. $14 $24, sofa
9.00-16.10
Girls 4-14 ilaopwoar. 25% off. Largo
selection Rag. 58 $25 sale $4 10.75
Girl. 4-14 batlc furnishings. 25% oil Reg
1 75 6.25. salo 1.31-4.69

Girl. 4-14 novelty sweater.. 25% off. Rog.
$16 $20 .ale $12$ IS

All Macy's own brand |awalry, 30% oil
Reg 3 50 $15 sole 2.45 10.50

toys 0-20 Faroh saparatos. 25% off. Corduroy, polyottor. Rog. $16 $60
sal.
$I2$45

Entire stock lelt hots. 25% off. Groat
looks! Reg $28 .ale $21
Entire stock bafts. 25% off Leather
fabric, metal, moral Rog. $5 $27 sale
3.71-11.tt

Mls.es famous maker polyester or acrylic
pant., 25% off. Rog. $16. sol. $12

, Jolllree. Oiai 1 8QOMACYS MW

Tarry robot. 25% off. Long and short
stylos. Rag. $26 $50. sole 19,50-37.50

Entire stock of famous moker earrings.
20% off. Rog. $5 $25 salo $4-$20

Entire stock leather pur.e occosMrlat.
20% 50%
off. Rog. 4.25 $100.
sale
3.40-370

m

Entiro stock woven daywoor. 20% off.
Reg $10 $75 sal. Si $40

Girls 4-14 denim fashions. 30% off. Rog.
18.99 $36. sola 11.29-25.20

Handbags by Groat American leather
works. 25% oil
Rog. $56 $95, .ale
$42-71.25

Shop Macy's 10 to 9.

Entire stock of Playie. foundations. 25%
off. Rag. $11-18.50, sola 0.25-11.10

All I4KT gold, starling sllvor. gold tilled
earrings, 50% off I Rog. $10 $115. sola
$5-57.50

Capttom shotland-look sweater.. 25%
off. 100% ocyrlic. SMI XI Rog. $14, sale
10.50

Woven shirts In plaids and .tripe., 25%
olf 6 18 Rag. $21 $30 sale I4.70-$21
Plata, Westport (0162/100/102/05/104/
100/94/61/00).

Intimate

Selected tricot sloapwoar. 25% off. Rog.
$20 $36. tola $15-25.20

Juniors

Entiro stock Macy's Clubhou.e bodywoar,
30% oil Rog. 6 95 $38 sale 5.60-30.40

toys 1-14 Faroh loans. 25% off. Corduroy.
denim. Rag. $14 $16, sale 10.50-512
toy. 4-20 crownock sweeter., 25% off.
Rog. $16 $25. tola $12-10.75
toy. 1-20 long sleeve knit taps by Pro
grossions. 25% off. Rag. $12 $24 sol.

■Mil

toy. 4-20 long sleeve buttondown woven
sport shirts. 30% off. Rog. $10 $16 .el.
$7-10.30
Children'. (D6I/65/6037/5I/I06/17/I40/
43/140/50/677/72/74).

Falcon
Fever
CATCH
IT!

Arrow
Brigade.
Dover
long-.le
buttondown shirt.. 20% of). Rag. $21-$22,
sola 16.00-17.60
Loft B trownttono polyottor/sllk Mot.
30% oil Rog. $11. .ale 7.70
Men. (00/11).

4.13-24.75

Entire stock of outerwear. 30% off. Many
stylos,
colorsl
Rog.
$46 $170.
sale
S2.20-$II9

Plaza/Westport

Entiro stock ladle, socks. 25% off. Many
stylos. Rog. S3 $12. sale 2.25-$9
Accessories (D629/620/6S0/9/S4/
621/49/90/6)

Selected bras and control bottoms.
20%-30%
off.
Rog.
S.30-S33.
sola

Mlss.s d.nlm from trltonnlo. ton Jour.
Sasson moral 6 IB Rog. $24-536. Mia
I6.M-25.20

Inrlro stock of wov.n shirts, 25% off.
6-16. Rag. $28 $50, ..I. $11 17.SO
Young Coll-Klor (0664/666/160/662/
663/667/661).

Handbags (049/603).

save 25%
Entire stock.

Entire stock Mlssas now fall suns.
25% 35% oil
Orig.' $90 $220
sale
69.90-$165

Young Collector

sale 10.99-13.99
"Sky Boll." 1350. with strotch-lramo
cup for full figuras. 34-44 B.C.D.DO.
"Soil Indulgence.' 41860. seamless
satin undorwlro, 34-38 B.C.D.DO.
Rag. II 50-16 50
Foundations (026)

Man's famous maker slacks

Woarhorvono coordlnotoo. tavo 40%.
Slio.6 16. Hog. $36 $59 Mlo2l.6t-W.4t

Cluohou.e Ml classic separates, 25% oil
4 14. Rog. $42 $56 tola S1.50-$42
Clubhouse (DI76-670/476/676)

save 25%
Entiro stock including
Stona Mountain and moro.
Rag $52 $250. $39-107.50

Dress shirts

Dresses

Selected Mavtoo and 1-pc. dressing by
Cloud* tennet, 25% oH. Rog. $35 570
sal. 26.25-50.50

S.loctod Ball brat

Children's winter weight outerwear

Clubhouse
Soft .hetlend .weater. and .Ilk/angora
cowl. Rog. $50 »60. .al. 17.50

Dresses (OIS0/2S2/I3S/IB5/I30/IS4).

The Bowling Green State University Speech and Hearing
Clinic opened Monday, marking
its 35th year offering services
for people of all ages with communications problems.
The clinic, 338 South Hall,
provides diagnosis and treatment for various disorders under the supervision of certified
and licensed professionals.
Disorders treated include
hearing loss, articulation problems, voice problems, delayed
language development, stuttering and speech impairment following a stroke.
Ruth Olscamp, the coordinator of clinical services in the
School of Speech Communication, said each year the clinic
treats nearly 500 people, mostly
children. But she said adults are
welcome and encouraged to take
advantage of the services.
The clinic operates on the
same schedule as the University
calendar and is open 8:30 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Fees are based on the ability to
pay.

Sportcoats, Slacks
Haggor solid polyester .operates, 30%
off. Rog. $22 $75 .ale 15.40-52.50
Haggar. polyottor .tripe separates, 30%
off. Rag $22 $80 .ale 15.40 $54
tuffalo |oans from the Croat Plains
Clothing Co.. 30% off. Rog. $22. solo 15.40
Men's (D6I3/I09).

^Silfe
128 N. rVAAIN/ LXWVmOWN
CBS Records 8 Tapes

JACKSONS
VICTORY

Sportshirts
Entiro stock man's long sleeve rugby
shirts. 25% off. Rog. $28 $30
sale
$21-22.50
Entire stock famous moker cotton flannel
sportshirts, 25% oil Orig.' $16 $22. sale
$12-16.50
Men. (0671/39).

Along with thousands
of other great selections.

Outerwear
Entiro .lock rainwear, 23% off. Orig.
$135 $165. .ale 101.25-121.75
Men. Outerwear (DI02).

Furnishings
25% off Gold Too tockt. Rog 3.30 $7. sale
2.62-5.25
Macy's awn leather man's belts. 30% off.
Rog $11 17 50, toio7.7t-l2.2t
Men's (0105/69).

Solid 10K Gold
Genuine
Wedding Rings

Action Shop
Famous moker woven and knit tops. 25%
off. Rag. $18 $30. solo II 50 22,50
E|aven corduroy and polyottor /wool
.lack. 25% oil Rog. $28. sofa til
Statu. danlmt and corduroy loans, 25%
off. Rog. $22 $40. solo 14.50 $10
25% off Ocean Pacific
$11-$16. sola 0.25-$12

T shirts.

Rag.

Capture your love in beauty
forever Find the style lhal
says il best lor you Irom our
selection ol wedding
bands in 10-karat gold

SAVE AT

Action Shop (0104/274/103/100).

macys

'Intermediate price reductions have been taken
prior to this sale

"THURSDAY

ONLY

KLEVER'S
Mon. & Thurs. 10-8
Tu-t-VVed-Fri 10-6
Sat. 10-5
Ph. 353-6691
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Trying for new image

COCO renames center
by Brian Llskai
reporter
The Commuter Center, as it
was known, had the reputation
of serving those students who
came from out of town to attend
classes. But the center has been
renamed the Off-Campus Student Center to better characterize its purpose.
"Renaming the center should
give us more exposure to the
students who really should use
the center," said Hazel Smith,
director of the center.
Smith said figures show more
than half the students enrolled
at the University live off campus. Up to 3,000 students a day
may visit the center to study,
eat. watch television or just socialize, she said.
Because of this large number,
it is hoped that the center will be
expanding in the near future,
she said.

"If everyone gets their way,
when West Hall is done we may
be expanding," Smith said.
"The University's costume department, which is also down
here with us, hopes to move into
the space now being occupied by
the BG News (in University
Hall). If that happens our name
is first on the list for the vacant
space."
THIS SUMMER, the center
replaced furniture, painted and
tried to end the flooding problem
it had every time it rained hard,
she said.
"During finals week we intend
to stay open 24 hours and provide students with coffee and a
quiet place to study," she said,
adding the officers of the center
spend time there during the
week helping out.
The B.G. Wheels, a paper
fiublished by the center to inDrm off-campus students of
University happenings and im-

ALL WASHED UP?
Let UNIVERSITY CLEANERS
Do Your wash For

portent issues, is to be printed
monthly. The paper is produced
by the center's students and
should enhance the center's effectiveness, according to Smith.
Bulletin boards also inform students of University events.
The center provides information on weather conditions,
parking and ride-sharing. During baa weather, students may
spend the night in the center.
Computer terminals are on
the list to be added to the center
soon, Smith said.
More activities for of f-campus
students are being planned this
year also, such as art shows,
holiday activities and readings
by fine arts students in the center's lounge.
LECTURES BY people who
affect University policies and
procedures are also on the
agenda, Smith said.
"Our goal is to provide offcampus students with as many
services as is possible and make
them more aware of University
happenings," Smith said. Anyone living off campus is a member of the Commuter OffCampus Organization, or COCO.
The center is open 7:30 a.m. to
10 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday.

$
• Use your own soap orl
let us provide it for a
small fee
• Must be brought in
between 8:00-1:00 but
can be picked up anytime we are open

* All you pay for is
washers & dryers & just
$1 to have it all done!
(up to 3 loads)
• Good M-F only

HELP WANTED:
USG Poll Workers for
Sept. 20 Election

S24 E. Woottar (N.xt lo Myltt)
8-5:30
3S2-7212

Sign Up at USG Office
405 Student Services

BG News/Phil Masturzo
The Off-Campus Student Center serves as a place for students to study or relax between' classes.

£

USG seeks students
to call Dial-A-Ride/
March Dial-A-Rider services

American Heart
Association

Dimes
1 FREE ITEm !
OF YOUR CHOICE
o« any Die ptna
ASK lo< tt when ordeiino.

rJzBQ0O"O»

/The GavelA

3SJ-SI66

F.M D,|IV„y
o»i COUPON PIB PI«« i

vottd 8.M P,i,o m B.C I

I
expires 12-31-84

I

Undergraduate Student
Government is again assisting
University students with Dial-ARide.
Students <needing a ride to a
specific destination and those
providing transportation can
call USG and it will act as a
liaison between the parties.
USG has always helped students find rides home, but this
year the program name has
been changed to Dial-A-Ride/Dial-A-Rider to make the system more effective.
Matt Shull, student welfare
coordinator in charge of the
program, said Dial-A-Ride is
offered by USG because one of
USG's functions is to see that
students' needs are met, includ-

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

ing the "need" to go home.
SHULL THINKS the service is
more "authentic" than posting
signs on campus asking for a
ride. "Dial-A-Ride is like Factline," he said. "You can call in
and get help and the number can
get to everyone on campus."
He added when a ride can't be
found, USG gives the student
needing a ride the phone numbers of others looking for rides
to the same place, so that a ride
may be worked out between
them.
Shull is optimistic but slightly
hesitant about the future. "I
think it will have a high success
rate only if people realize that
Dial-A-Ride is also Dial-ARider," he said. "The biggest
problem is getting people who
need riders to call in."

Part-time j
; Employmentj

Tonight 7 p.m. Delta Gamma House

j United Parcel I
Service
•
•

Postions Available: Assistant Editor, Writers, Advertising Sales Repts., Photographers, Layout & Design.

•
;
!

GREEKS: Help Support YOUR Publication

:

• Male-Female
' $8 per hour
»Loading/ unloading
semitrailers
• 4 shifts available

start times:
: (approx.) 4 a.m. 11:00 a.m.
• 5 p.m.,11 p.m.

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits
■ MDaa'iw

: Schedule lilnvinml STUDENT
• EMP10YMEHT OFFICE.
: 450 Studeit Services.
U.P.S: An o«»l offortmlly

HMRlplNIII M34 Di—Sfl ft**
WI*>Mb«MaM«N« fetor***!
*»*■ to M IMC*. I'M QO» ■
0« &, W **1(U fW*-*

V

STUDENT RECREA TION
CENTER
SIGN UP FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES, 8:00-5:00,
Office - After 5:00, Control desk (September 10 - September 14)
LEARN TO SWIM (Saturdays - September 15 - November 17)
LEVEL

$1.55

$1.55
2-PIECE
MEAL
< t Macs* *■ CMofc*n
(Ortg Raaps or Extra Cmpy)
Msshad MKOM a Qrvry
1 totWrrndk tlscwH

2-PIECE
MEAL

2-PIECE
MEAL

2-PIECE
MEAL
2PI«CMOfCMNin
lOng RKW or E.tri CrMpy)
HNM NUrtas* A Q**n
1 Buttarmftt fttcull

■ 1 PtoM ol CNrsUn
(008 Roopo or IKn Cmpy,
■ ADravy

It I Plma ol CNotan
lOng Roopo Of Extra Cnapyl
• MMkM po*im i ant,

■

•»"

Coupon Good

■vu
9/28/84

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Port Clinton

(1020 N. Main - B.G)
352-2061

Waterbabies
Goldfish
Pre Beginners
Beginners (Under 6)
Beginners (Over 6)
Advanced Beginners
Intermediates
Swimmers
Diving

Adults (9/17-11/19)
Therapeutic Swim
(9/17-12/14)

TIME
9-9:30 AM
9:40-10:10 AM
10:20-11:05 AM
ll:15-Noon
9:15-10 AM
9:15-10 AM
9:15-10 AM
10:20-11:15 AM
10:20-11:15 AM
7-8 PM Mondays
8:30-9:30 AM
Monday, Wednesday,
Friday

LOCATION
Club Pool
Club Pool
Club Pool
Club Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Club Pool

WEIGHT LOSS WORKSHOP
Tuesday Evenings 7-9 PM L.I.F.E. Room at the SRC. A co-sponsored program
with the Well. (8 weeks)

-Now FeaturingFrMh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuits Mads From Scratch

Fremont

:

BASIC SCUBA
Learn the fun and excitement of this underwater sport the safe way.
Register at the SRC Office before October 16. It is offered for six
weeks, Tuesday* Wednesday, and Thursday nights (you attend one
night of the week). Advanced Scuba Program is also being offered. For
more information, call 372-2711.

|
•

Elsewhere
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Dayton Police probed
DAYTON (AP) - Dayton
Police Chief Tyree Broomfield said yesterday he'll seek
a special prosecutor in a local
probe of allegations of wrongdoing in the Dayton Police
Department.
A supplementary federal
investigation is also being
conducted by the U.S. attorney's office and the FBI. The
federal investigation focuses
on allegations of violations of
federal law, including wiretapping and obstruction of
justice, Broomfield said. The
local investigation will look
into such allegations as fixing
of criminal cases, misapprofiriation of funds and obstruclon of justice, Broomfield
said.
The U.S. attorney's office
and FBI officials have refused to confirm an investigation was being conducted.
Broomfield said he hopes
the two independent investigations sharing information
will "make sure the integrity
of the community and the
Dayton Police Department is
maintained."
BROOMFIELD SAID some
of the charges surfaced "at

least three times in the past
few years.
"This time I am committed
and so are our policy-makers
to bring a cessation to these
matters," he said. "We want
to make sure the chips fall
where they may."
Dayton Mayor Paul Leonard and other city commissioners also attended the
news conference.
The investigations follow
published reports of allegations of illegal electronic surveillance by the police
department s organized
crime unit, of major criminal
cases being bargained away
or covered up for no apparent
legitimate reason and of
threats against some officers
pursuing investigations.
Those allegations were published by Dayton Newspapers
Inc. in a series of articles in
the Dayton Journal Herald
and Dayton Daily News.
Broomfield said that as far
as he knew, this was the first
time a police chief was turning over full investigative
eiwers to a special prosecur for a departmental probe

^4

-OPENMON. THRU THURS. 5-9:30 p.m.
Fill, ft. SAT. 5-10:30 p.m.
SUNDAY 3:30-8:30 p.m.

5206 RENWYCK. TOLEDO. OHIO

Tii'Tiii
*lO ott

.ac^ondSJadi-^5
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FASHION BW-StPLUS
1129 S. Main St.
K-Mart Shopping Center
Bowling Green, Ohio
Store Hours:
Monday thru Saturday 10 'til 9
Sunday 12 'til 3
♦ Apply Now For Your Fashion Bug College Student Charge
———— Viio, Master Cord, or Americon Express accepted

TENS OF THOUSANDS of
Montreal's 3 million people
jammed the sidewalks on a gray
and drizzly day to cheer as the
pontiff passed in his bubbledomed popemobile. Catholic
schoolchildren, given the day
off, waved papal flags.
But enthusiasm for the papal
visit masked serious problems
within Quebec province's once^wei-fiil church. Today twords of Quebec's Catholics do
not practice their religion, evidence of the growing secularism
of recent decades.
On his first stop of the day, the
pope told the Quebec clergy he
was aware of their problems.
"You have been witnessing. .. a more materialistic,
more selfish attitude to life," he
said at a meeting with 3,000
Sriests and seminarians at St.
oseph's Oratory.
He told them they must "more

than ever, see to it that the voice
of Christianity has a right to be
heard in this country."
Later, the 64-year-old pontiff
looked weary after he arrived at
Jarry Park for the midday
Mass. But when he rose to deliver his pastoral message, from
high atop the temporary altar,
he grew animated.
THRUSTING A fist into the
air, he told the huge crowd that
today's world can be a "spiritual
desert," with God forgotten.
"To replace God is an impossible task!" he boomed in his
fluent French. The subdued
crowd suddenly burst into
cheers.
The Mass was devoted to the
beatification - one step short of
sainthood - of Marie-Leonie Paradis, 19th-century founder of an
order of Canadian nuns.
Some Canadian feminists obBcted to the choice of Mother
arie-Leonie's Little Sisters of
the Holy Family for recognition,
because members of the order
work as rectory housekeepers servants of priests.

(formerly Romans)

n\

•DEBBIE
•JGDY

HERE FOR ALL
//
YOUR HAIR NEEDS

(Both Formerly
With Romans)

OMMmBOJIB^HaOBi

of John Paul's 12*lay Canadian
tour. His evening schedule included a rally with Roman Catholic youth at Montreal's
Olympic Stadium.

Hairways

b.i $Q95

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE

^oU&'.anat.ona.Su-V

MONTREAL (AP) - Pope
John Paul II, parish priest for a
day to this bustling northern
metropolis, beckoned Canadians
yesterday to leave the "spiritual
desert" of the modern world and
rediscover God.
"Nothing can fill the emptiness of his absence!" the pontiff,
wagging a finger, preached to
more than 300,000 people in central Jarry Park. It was the biggest crowd ever assembled in
this French-Canadian city.
The pope, whose visit has
stirred protests among feminists here, also took note yesterday of the expanding role of
women in the liberal Canadian
church.
But he said nothing to alter his
staunch defense of traditional
church positions against women
Criests, divorce, artificial conaception and abortion.
One Montreal group scheduled a march later in the day to
demonstrate opposition to the
pope's conservative stands on
such issues.
Materialism and women were
central themes on the third day

"I HAVE NO compelling
need to run the investigation," Broomfield said, adding that he thought there was
a "compelling need" to investigate the allegations and proceed with prosecution if
warranted.
"It is my intention the independent prosecutor will have
the same authority the U.S.
attorney has," Broomfield
said. Broomfield said he expected that he and Montgomery County Prosecutor Lee
Falke would have some input
in selecting the special prosecutor, but said the decision
would rest with the presiding
judge of Montgomery County
Common Pleas Court, Carl
Kessler.
Broomfield refused to estimate how long the probe
would take, but said "We
want to make sure justice is
served. We want to be as
C'icious as possible, and as
rough as possible."

SHOGUN DINNER

5 & s10 ott

Feminists protest pope

and said he was "taking the
boldest step possible" in assigning the police investigative team to an independent
person.

A K U R A~
A R D E N sy

ibinotion ol Shiimp Tempu
Shith Kobob Tanyaki

JAPANESE
RESTAURANT

Record Montreal crowd

•DlANN
•SHERRY

•DONNA
(All Formerly With 1 st
Edition)

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value
C1901 !«**• Inwrvmff,!,

calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
The BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student
spend less time calculating, Business Analyst.
*
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
of many
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
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Formerly banned books on display at Xavier
CINCINNATI (AP) - Books
that have been banned, burned
or otherwise shunned are on
display this week at Xavier University as a reminder of past
efforts to censor what the public
may read.
uz Haradon, a reference librarian at the Jesuit university
who helped organize the display,
said yesterday that the banning
or burning of shunned books has
been ineffective despite the recurrence of censorship throughout history. She said some of the
once-shunned books are now required reading in classrooms.
"I think it's something that
doesn't work very well, as evidence of the fact that freshmen
philosophy students are required to read books that were
once burned," Haradon said.
SHE REFERRED specifically to Jean Jacques Rousseau's "Social Contract," a
Western philosophy classic in
which Rousseau outlined how
people give up some rights to
form a society and what they get
in return. The book, criticized Dy
some as being anti-government,
was banned in France and Switzerland at the time of its writing
in the 1760s and was burned in
some communities.

The Xavier University library's display of sometimesbanned books includes James
Joyce's "The Dubliners," which
publishers in England, Ireland
and the United States initially
refused to print, and Mark
Twain's "Tom Sawyer," banned
at first because it was said to be
vulgar, and later shunned by
some because the book used the
term "nigger" for one of its
characters.
Xavier's bookstore is also displaying the once-forbidden

books to join in the university's
observance of "National Banned
Books Week." Some university
faculty members participated
by gathering in a student center
at midday yesterday to read
passages from some of the ostracized works.
The library's display includes
two radical underground newspapers from the late 1960s and
early 1970s, "The Kaleidoscope"
from Madison, Wis., and "The
Free Press" from McGUl University. The papers stirred op-

"THE KALEIDOSCOPE"
once published a controversial
front-page photograph of an
American student who committed suicide in an anti-war
protest by setting herself afire,

NEW YORK (AP) - Actress
Mary Tyler Moore has been
under treatment at the Betty
Ford Center in Palm Springs,
Calif., for the past week because
her doctors have ordered her to
stop drinking, her publicist said
Monday.
A statement issued by the
public relations firm of Rogers
and Cowan said Moore, "a severe diabetic, was advised by
doctors to cease any alcoholic
intake."
"Doctors agree that alcohol

The Office of Student Activities Presents
THE STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS FAIR

*TODAY*

Expires 9/18/84

516 EWoos±er\_

MANSFIELD (AP) - Melissa Bradley, the reigning
Miss Ohio, was arrested for
shoplifting at a suburban
shopping mall, but was never
convicted of the offense, a
Municipal Court judge said
yesterday.
Municipal Judge Ralph E.
Johns said Bradley, 23, of
Mansfield, pleaded no contest
to the shoplifting charge and
was placed in a diversionary
program, a court-supervised
probationary program, for 90
days. The case against Brad-

can be devastating to a diabetic
like Miss Moore," the statement
said. "Those who are insulindependent are far more susceptible to problems associated with
alcohol, including hypoglycemia
and insulin shock."
Moore joins a long list of celebrities, including Elizabeth
Taylor and Liza Minelli, who
have undergone treatment for
drug or alcohol dependency at
the center, named for former
first lady Betty Ford after she
was treated there.

FREE 6 Pack of
Pepsi with any 16" Pizza

similar to the method of some
Buddhist monks who protested
the war.
"Libraries wouldn't purchase
them, which is another way of
banning them," Ms. Haradon
said of the underground newspapers.
She said she thinks libraries,
erticularly public libraries,
ve a "responsibility to present

different points of view."
Ms. Haradon said that during
her 1V4 years at Xavier University, she has not heard of any
effort by the university's administration to censor books.
"We really are not limited by
any kind of church ban or religious ban," she said.

Miss Ohio on probation

Tyler Moore treated

Myles Pizza Pub

Delivery Only

position because of their
vehement stands against the
Vietnam War and their efforts to
publicize anti-war topics.

ley was subsequently dismissed, the judge said.
Johns did not say when the
arrest occurred.
The judge said Bradley was
charged by police in suburban Ontario, Ohio, after allegedly shoplifting at a
department store. Because it
was her first offense, Johns
said, he gave her an opportunity to enter the diversionary
program and have the case
against her dismissed.
Bradley, currently competing in the Miss America pag-

eant at Atlantic City, N.J.,
could not be reached for comment. Pageant officials said,
however, that the Incident
would not affect her participation.
Johns said he advised
Bradley, through her attorney, that she might be ill-advised to compete in the Miss
Ohio and Miss America pageants because of the incident.
The judge said he told them
he would have to be honest if
he were asked about the arrest.

HOWAR]
Sept. 13,14,15

ACES^IIGHTS

11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

.J&iEJJy*]

in

the Grand Ballroom of the Union

kinkcs

* The Campus Copy Shop «,

OVER 75 ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED
Meet club representatives, ask questions,
and then. . .

OPEN EARLY * OPEN LATE • OPEN SEVEN DAYS
OPEN EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
SO YOU CAN MEET YOUR DEADLINES

GET INVOLVED!

*k

STORE HOURS: 7:30-10 p.m. MF 9:00-6 Sat

f~

'STUDENTS • FACULTY ♦ STAFF

WED: DRAFT
THURS: CANADIAN NIGHT

FRI: MILLER &
MILLER LITE

NO COVER
■\

America Can't
Take Four More Years.
FOUR MORE YEARS MEANS:
• More cuts in education funding.
• Runaway defense spending.
• Continued Nuclear Arms Race.
• More attacks on Civil/Women's Rights.
• A Central American policy that could lead to war and
more Americans killed in Nicaragua.
• Biggest Deficits in U.S. History.
• No Beer in B.G. or Ohio if you are under 21. (Students are
old enough to fight in Managua, but not old enough to
have a beer.)

COME & JOIN
•••

CAMPUS DEMOCRATS•••
Organization Meeting

WED., SEPT. 12, 7:30 PM
200 MOSELEY HALL
America Needs

♦♦♦*<T#*lHHHtik^*#W*AlHrAik irtt

MONDALE
FERRARO

Paid for by the BGSU Campus Democrats: 231 Administration Building; Susan D. Darrow, Advisor

L

Undergraduate Student Government

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

CABINET
is now taking applications
for assistants to:
•
•
•
•

Academic Affairs
Public Relations
University Committees
Student Welfare

AVAILABLE: 405 Student Services
DEADLINE: Friday, September 14,
5 p.m.

Sports
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Ruggers open season with dual victories
by Roger Mazzerdla

sports reporter
Bowling Green's club rugby
team opened the 1964 fall season
with a pair of victories over long
time city division rival Sandusky. fhe Maroons, with a
heavy concentration of former
BG players, found itself unable
to withstand the pounding administered by the Falcons in
matches dominated by the play
of the forwards.
Tlie Falcon victories were not
pretty, however, as BG could not
depend on their usually precise
back play and were forced to
rely on the bruising power of
their forwards to get their side
of the scoreboard to light up.
Poor passing and unsupported individual effort plagued
the backs throughout both contests, but according to coach Bill
Cotton, the problems "will be
corrected this week during practice."
Sandusky forged out a 3-0 lead
in the first match on a Mike
Matta penalty kick and were
able to cling to it for nearly three
Suarters of the game. Finally,
le physical play of the Falcon
forwards had worn down the
Maroons and BG's offense exploded, going on a point-a-min-

ute binge that left Sandusky
reeling.
PROP KEVIN Hyland opened
BG's scoring after scooping up a
ball jarred loose on a tackle Dy
lock Chuck Tunnacliffe. Glenn
Schwab's conversion made the
score 6-8.
Prop Don Lonsert pushed the
Falcon lead to seven with a try
on a diving lunge into the end
zone following a pass from fly
half Scott Hufi. Tunnacliffe entered the spotlight again by adding another try at the end of a
three-on-one breakSchwab added a conversion
after wing Gus Saponari dashed
60 yards down the sideline that
produced the final tally of 20-3.
In the second match, BG continued to wear down Sandusky
with physical play while relying
on the Falcons' "foriegn connection" to secure a 16-0 victory.
Madrid native Jose Fernandez
scored a try while Englishman
Mark Laimbeer booted two conversions.
Lock Dan Burkeholder and
wing Jim Sanneman also scored
tries to help nail down BG's first
shutout victory of the season.
The Falcons, now 2-0, will
kick off their home schedule
Saturday against Kent State for
a four-match series.

ATTENTION!
Gaetan Girard
Mary Howe
Chris Knor
Brian Powers
Thomas Rossi
Randy Rowe
Dawn William
Greg Wilson
Suzanne Wosary
Tim Laird
Peggy Staiger
Diana Morris
Tammy Booth
Pat Dechellis
Natalie Frail
Ingrid Janzik

Check your on-campus mailbox!

Photo/Roger Mazzarella
Bowling Green club rugby team wing Gus Saponari eludes Sandusky loose forward Dave Tapp
on his way to score a try. Center Glenn Schwab is in support. The Falcons went on to take two
games from the Maroons. 20-8. 160. last Saturday.

****************************************************************************

£r> ^V "THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE IN TOWN!!!"
(&

W

THE B.G.S.U. THEATRE PASS

GET INTO THE SWING OF THINGS WITH THE ALL NEW B.G.S.U. THEATRE PASS!. THE THEATRE
PASS PROVIDES ITS OWNER WITH ADMISSION TO ALL UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS FOR
THE 1984-85 THEATRE SEASON. THE PASS WILL LET YOU SEE:
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER
STORY THEATRE
PINK COLLAR WORKER
SUMMER AND SMOKE
MONDAY AFTER THE MIRACLE
GETTING OUT

Oct.4-6, 10-13
Oct. 17-20
Oct. 31-Nov. 11
Nov. 8-10, 14-17
Dec. 5-8
Feb. 13-16

*
*
*

AS YOU LIKE IT

Feb. 21-23,&
Feb. 27-Mar. 2
WHOSE LIFE IS IT ANYWAY April 2-6
Apr. 11-13, 17-20
CABARET
April 26 and 27
THE ARKANSAW BEAR &

TALES FROM THE BROTHERS
GRIMM (Children's Shows)

PASSES CAN BE ORDERED OR PURCHASED IN THE THEATRE OFFICE, 322 SOUTH HALL. BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY, BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43403. (419) 372-2222.

$
*

ADULTS: $20.00
SR. CIT. $10.00
STUDENTS: $10.00
J
*
ORDER YOUR PASS TODA Y AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SA V/NGS.'.'.'.'.'
*
***** *********************************** *********************************** *

STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of
aMach2+ F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or helicopters. And
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special commitment on your part We
demand leaders at all
levels. We teach you to
be one. If you're a freshman or sophomore, ask

STUDENT PROGRAM BOARD
TAKE PART IN THE PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIAL EVENTS,
PUBLICITY AND HEALTH/FITNESS
PROGRAMMING AT THE SRC.

about our undergraduate officer commissioning
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from
$17,000 to $23,000. And you can count on
going farther... faster.
Maybe you can be one of us.

COME TO THE FIRST MEETING
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17,8:00 PM
SRC CONFERENCE ROOM
BE A PART OF IT!

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napolean Rd.
Bowling Green, OH. 352-1195

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
$250-265 - unfurnished
• all utilities included • gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet • party &
game room • swimming pool • sauna

plus gas and electric
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease

.

See Capt Fedyna or Lt Bembenek Sept 11 & 12 on campus or call collect (313)
961-0892
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Home opener

Rich Draper to head
Falcon swim squads

BG seeks improved offense
enth. Falcon head coach Gary
Palmisano said MU is probably
unhappy with the rankings and
will be out to prove a point.
"I'm sure they (Marquette)
are not thrilled they are undefeated and behind us in the
polls," said Palmisano. "They
know we played tough teams but
I'm sure they are coming here
with something to prove and I'm
expecting a war."
While the Warriors have been
easily beating lesser teams, the
Falcons have been struggling
against nationally ranked
schools such as Fresno State and
Baltimore-Loyola. But, BG
showed strong signs of improvement last weekend with a
second place finish in the presti-

by Tom ReMd
sports reporter

Since opening the season
Bowling Green's soccer team
has spent much of its time riding
planes and buses. While traveling, BG has faced three nationally ranked opponents and when
they return home today, have
undefeated Marquette waiting
as their welconiingcommittee.
The road weary Falcons open
their home schedule against
their first regionalopponent 4-0,
Marquette this afternoon at 3:30
on Mickey Cochrane Field.
Despite their 1-3 mark, BG
has been ranked sixth in the
Mid-East Regional Soccer Conference, with the Warriors sev-

Classifieds.

A Bk3 THANK YOU GOES OUT TO THE
BROTHERS OF SAE FOR THE FANTASTIC
TIME ON FRBAYI WHAT A GREAT WAY TO
START OUT THE YEAR' THE DEE ZEE'S

CLASSIFIEDS: » PBI U* HIO IMHM CWME PER MT. JS40 STAGES K* LINE. » EOTU
RM KU rtK CUHHO DCSfUT «DS: SS.4S PER MV; 1 KM KREWITS OUT; 7 UK
HUMM KU AD tSVSmSK DEUUC TWO UTS M AWAKE IT I Ml CAAftOICm EVENTS
KM THE RMT DAT FKE OF CHAISE; SMSEOIBtT ASS CHARGED IT KOIM RATE SCALE
WMEMfTT PUCEWT SCHEDULE APPEARS AS THE FKT LISTING EVERT OTHER TUEttAT.

Glass City Record Show
Find that record you've always wanted1 BuySel-Trade Sun , Sept 16. Hoeday Inn 1-75.
Perrysburg 10-5 pm Admission 11.50 mtormanOncH 1-874-1785

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Sept 12. 1964

Do You- Strive for perfection In |ob, school.
famey? Have no Maura time? Want it at? If so.
The Superwoman Institute is right for you Cal
372-2820

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Adverting Club Information Night
Wad Sept. 12, BOO pm In 117 BA
OPT to all malora. Join AD Club NOW!

LOST It FOUND

Attention Advertising, graphic dsslgn. (oumslam. marveling majors and interested students
Ad dub information meeting tonight at 8:00 pm
117 BA Video uieeeHaatav
ATTENTION:
International Buelnesa Meeting1
Sept 13, 730 pm BA 114
Coma Jo«i The Club1

LOST GOLD AND WHITE BRACELET
CALL 354 8932
Lost: One brawn wallet on Sunday, Sapt. I. H
found pi.... call 3624231 or 3722801 and
aak for Stan.

RIDES

THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAIL
ABLE 425 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG APPLICATION DEADLINE SEPTEMBER 24.
TWELVE NOON
THE MISS BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT EXECUTIVE
BOARD INTERVIEWS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 428 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG APPLICATION DEADLINE SEPT 24. TWELVE
NOON
Prarle Margra Slalt Meeting- -Wednesday.
Sepl 12th~7:30 P.M.- -301 University Ha*~
Everyone Welcome!'

PLEASE GIVE ME A RIDE TO DAYTON THIS
WEEKEND GREG 372-5833. or 372-0331

SERVICES OFFERED

Student Rec Center
FH-For-AI Pra-ScraarUng activities
Mon.-Thura. Sept. 17-20
5:30-8 pm
Activity Canter

or 352-0835

LOFT ORDERS are at* being taken Cal The
Loft Construction and Storage Service 3523838.
Abortion, pregnancy tests, atudant rate*. Canter lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255-

7789
UndsrgfldUBSS Student Government's first
general assembly mealing will be Tu.i.
Sept. 11 at 7:30 pm In 112 Ufa Science.
Coma roses your opwiton. All are iralcoiaia.

OPEN AUDITIONS FOR NIA KUUMBA DANCE
ENSEMBLE SUNDAY SEPT. 11 12:00 to
4:0Opm.EPPLER NORTH STUDIO 101.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
YVETTE SPIVEY 354-7SO0 or
KIM JACKSON SAME NUMBER.

PERSONALS

The Oktosl Race n Towns 10 a m . 5 and 10 K
race, and the BO Fitness Fair 9am.-1pm.
Saturday. September IS, 1984 Wood County
Hospital (W Wooeter St) Cal 3528483 or
362-1274 tor more information

Make your voice heard, Get Involved by
applying for undergraduate atudant government cabinet aaalaUnta. Pick up application. In 401 Student Service.

DAII LY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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DOWN
1 Espnt de corps
2 Mean
3 System ol
aenai navtga

ttan

*

54 Gertrude, the
writer
58 Irish Gaelic
80 Field
82 Square bar of
wood' Nauh'.al
83 Common
ailment
65 Family
member. Abbr
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LASER ART IS COMING
LASER ART IS COMING
LASER ART It COMaNO
USA. FIJI ISLAND RUNS 8-9. THIS IS A
FESTIVE OCCASION THAT IS DEVINE ALL
WE CAN DO NOW IS HOPE FOR 0000
WEATHER IF IT SHOULD RAIN BRING YOUR
LEATHER PURPLE PASSION MAKES ME
BOIL. SO ALONG WITH YOUR LEATHER
BRING THE OIL FUl BOB

Thanks lo everyone who helped
make Pledge Day Jamboree a
succeea Congraejssaona Gemma
Phis for winning the sprit
award! Everyone waa great!!
The slslara ol AGP

Wanted: Female roommate needed ImmerJately House located near campus 8 town
S125 month, furnished. uNmee 1 phone Cal
now 352-8792

■ u
■Li

"1

CONGRATULATIONS DAVE CZECH
ON MAKING THE VARSITY GOLF TEAK!
CONGRATULATIONS TO CHRIS G ANO
PATTY W ON THEIR PHI PSI GAMMA PHI
LAVAUEPJNG THE BROTHERS OF PHI
KAPPA PSI

THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI WOULD
UKE TO CONGRATULATE DOUG M. ANO
LESLIE J ON THEIR PHI PSI—DELTA ZETA
ENGAGEMENT
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE MARK KLEINSCHMIDT ON
HIS ENGAGEMENT TO NANCY ALTHOUSE
PHI ALPHA PINOLE!
THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI ARE
READY TO KICK OFF THE BATHTUB WEEKEND WITH THE PHI MU'S GET READY TO
ROCK!
THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA WISH TO
CONGRATULATE DEB KNAVE ON HER ENGAGEMENT TO DAVE GIROD WE WISH YOU
THE BEST OF LUCK IN YOUR LIFE TO
OETHER!

II YEAR OLDS:
ENJOY THE FUN t DANCING
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ONLY
MAIN ST. 152-1701

"
K12AM

.»

HELP WANTED
EARN »400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAGUNA'S P.O.
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 606250791
Psrt Time Desk Clerk
Do you have an outgoing personalty with a
pteeesnt disposition? Do you heve the abeWea
to communicate, give a good appearance, pfcia
a sincers desire to serve the pubec? It so,
please sppty for our part time desk dark
poaaton: L K Motel. 1-75 I SI R1 18. N
uatomoil 45872
Mature female babysittsr-Perrysburg resident
Daytime hours-option live In! Cal 874-6540
after 7 00 p m Good Money!

Undergraduate Student Government'. Ilr.i
general assembly meeting will be Tuee.
Seal 11 M 7:39 pm In 112 Life Science.
Come votes your opinion. AM are waAooase.
New Moons' Congratulations on your successhi inspiration Week and activation. We're so
proud of you si!

Part & Ful time maintenance stoat I auto
deae-able but not necessary Cal 352-5335.

We tove our Baby Creecente!
Welcome lo our sisterhood!
The Sisters of Gamma PH Beta

FOR SALE

Yeah- AXO mud luggers' Great lob girls' Hops
Ihe mud wasn't too cold1 Thanks Sig Epa for a
terrific Sunday Afternoon' Love, the AX'S
Make your voice heard, get Involved by
applying tor Undergraduate Student Government Cabinet Asslatsnts. Pick up applicattona In 405 atudant eerrlcee.
Nursing Students:
Begin Preparing Now For
Ihe NCLEX-RN February esame
at the:
Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center
3550 Secor Rd.
Toledo, OH 43806
518-1701

REAMER t BOM: Looks Uke a blue September end a striped October - The Cape .wall.
but tlrst H's Nme for s Bowling Green reurv
ton. BEWAHEI

Meryl auk
Congratulations on your engagement to Greg!
Being In love does suit you! Love, your Chi O
Slalera.

DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA DELTA ZETA
CONGRATS ON 41 IN MUD TUG. YOU DONE
GOOD LOVE. CONOO MAMA
DERBY DAYS AWE COMtHQIII
DZ MUO TUG TEAM IS THE BEST! WHAT A
WAY TO WIN BOTH THE AU GREEK
WOMEN ANO THE ALL CAMPUS EVENTS.
WE LOVE YOU, YOUR DZ SISTERS

Sonny Tobias,
Mahal Kite Even in the morning
Cartels
SHI looking at bare wsas? Then come to Ihe
Laser Art Sab) In the Student Service Bug.
Forum. Sept 17-21 from 1000-4 00 and
cover those wsas with great prints Sponsored
DyAAS

pop-

Harmon Kardam 570: 40 watt per channel,
Receiver exec, cond $225 00 Cal Herb at
372-2959
1975 Pinto Body an embarrassment but it
runs Noisy. May be seen st 128 Mams* or
cal 372 0308 Make offer
1983 Ford Mustang G T , T-Topa. Loaded, AJ
power, New Tree. Cassette Stereo. 1810
dough SI Apt 73G 354-7487
1982 HONDA 750 CUSTOM WINDJAMMER.
LOW MILES 354-3071

Campus sorority needs a houaeboy For more
■Ho. eel Dane at 372-8341, or 372-2696

TOLEDO SYMPHONY SEASON'S TICKETS
• CONCERTS'S20--Me»l Floor
ON SALE NOW-UAO-30 Floor Union
ANO AT THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

AUDI 100LS new tranamttalon. battery, rear
ores, starter WV give to Ngheal offer Andy
352-7043
Teac tape deck: Sigma guitar; auto speakers
Reasonable prices. 352-5362 evenings and
-ockendi
QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS EXCELLENT CONDITION. CALL 152-2130
Buildings. Al steel Clear span 30 X 40 to 100
X 150 Must ssl immediately, cheap 617-2838211.

CALL 372-2181

FOR RENT

Streamer, ha. a special surprise coming
soon! Watch tor detslls.
Coesge rock band needs drummer lor playing
at local parties and Oars Cal 352-5706

FREE BACKPACK or WALLET with one regular
priced Lee pant Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
Open H 8 00 tonight
OOLDENHEARTS, THANKS FOR ALL YOUR
HELP WITH MUO—TUO.t AT RUSH ON
THURSDAY. A BELATED WELCOME BACK,
ALSO. THE BROTHERS.

GOVERNMENT JOBS
SI6.559.S50.553/year
Now faring Your area
Cal 805-687 8000 Ext R-9849

To Juke and the BBTehea. Thanks lor a super
evening. It waa pretty hilarious, a' Dudes' The
Offenhauer Ream Team

Seeing and Sales Management Club Membarshlp Drive In BA. Lobby
JomNow

Catch all the action
of the' Mud-Tug'
TONIGHT
on wide ecreen video
showing starts St 10 pm
Main St. 182-1701

Student Rec Center
FH-For-AI
Pre screening Activities
Mon-Thura, Sept 17-20
5:30-8:30 pm
Activity Center

WOOSTER COIN LAUNDRY
(Behind Open Pantry)

Ai Hetllll now 2 bedroom
635-5937
F roommate needed to sublet apt Field manor
apta $112 50 mo. A electric and phone Cal
354-8578.

WANTED

2 person. 1 bdrm spt avaaatMa next asmeeter
Close to campus, rsaaonable rant Afcnoal new
Need one male roommate to sublet apt
$100.'mo plus electric > $100 security de- fscnttse Cal 354 8219 or 372-0884
posit Contact CMa, Mala, or Dan VHage Rant 3-bedroom house furnlehed Hurry. Me
■ a good one! $330 pfaa utHHee 354-7842
Green Apis *30/
Video Cassette and Video Dec rental
THREE GIRLS NEEO ROOMMATE, 5th ANO
3 days, 3 movies. $29 85
ELM, CAU. USA AT 354-8383 AFTER 7:30
Ptaalps Video Ctr 1028 N. Makl
PM
364-3513
WANTED: QAMOC FOU CAR STORAGE.
CAU LISA AT $5*4123, MO eUMt tar—I
Non-smoking roommate needed lo share
apartment very dose to campus.
Own room. 354-732/

Apartment aralabie dose to campus 9 or 12
montri lease. Cal 354-2998.
Deiy Rental and Leasing $14 OOperday Auto
Outlet 352-2227 1010 S Main St

r
Special Offer

Carousel
Beauty Shop

From NOON Tues. 11th

$5

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

ToNQQNThurs. 13th

Ask for Peggy Or Susan
Braiding Styles Available
140 E. Wooster, 352-0800

Mon.-Sst. 9-5:30, Thurs. 'tH 8 p.m.

SREDKEN

i Compuasr

NEXUS

9«e»4
forl

THE GAME 3 wrsions *s oHsrsd in 1 asms
Cossot NFL and USf I You and your fnsnds wi
hM nours of fun coacfunq your UMTS* teams
■gam aacfi other n olensne and 6 osfensn*
piers are ndudsd You wi agree that m every
leaped n*s *t* mosi reiusc game you njveevti
pawed indmduei player and learn suns »re ujbu
latsd by His computer, so al you tuve u worry about
is caning your opponent
THE TEAMS This game ceriums Ihe mosl
sshausM HI of teams you wi and in a tocoal
gams anywhere Each learns Pal handlers are
rated n pertain reaseacaey just as nay CM m leaf
Ma induced ars i2t cunsnlCoaageand Pro Teams
[ncutng da H1984 USFL Teams) Also aveuote
ars 14S coBSgs and 4$ NFL Teams of Ha MSI
Gams runs on 48K Apple II" tie He or II pajs It
OWIDOS »33
3 n 1 toons' gams indudrg 75 83 Coaege
Teams 21 13 NFL Tsams II 84 USFL Tssms
24 99
Atttaonal Teams on separate dwena us i M121 Cossgt Tssms of past. 48 i so- 121 NFL
Teams
10 X
Cath Chad Money Ore*
LAHCI MAFFNtR GAINS
PO 8o> 100594
Naehvia. Tennessee 37210

H

Need female to lease In nice house
immediately 'Cal 352-8442
House at 319 E. Evera, dose lo campus

The Brothers ol Slgms Phi Epsiton would Ike to
than* si participants ol the 1984 MudTug. and
congratulate the Theta Chi'a -fraternity winners.
Delta Zeta sorority and al-campus winners'
Thanks lo al who came out!

TOOO DIERKSHEIOE:
HAVE A GREAT 20 th B—DAY
LOVE, COHAN » MATT

CHICO. MONTY, BEN, ANO ZW ARE THRO
WIN A PARTY
SATURDAY. SEPT. II AT
741 HJOH STREET, APT. MS. STARTS AT
l:O0 p.m. BEER WILL BE PLENTIFUL!

Hey Gamma Phi s. we had a great lime
ping" wan you In Marlon! The Phi Psl'a.

sion while Pam Moes, skipper, and Dawn Longfellow,
crew, were BG's top finishers
in the B division.
The sailing club will hold an
organizational meeting for
anyone interested on Tuesday. Sept. 18 at 9 p.m. in room
222 Math Science.
Need more room? 3 gals need 4th Specloua 2
bdrm apt. Only $93/mo Beautiful Spa lac*
Me 3528937

iHMH lllllhlM IHIIJI
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KIS 1 hour photo processing
available at Ban Franken. Downtown, BG at
competitive puces.
•_

G

Thanks Sig Epa, Pi Kappa and A ChJ O'e for a
great Ma! ft waa a Meet!
TheOamms Plea

illll 11 ■MlEIAlTIMIAlRlKlEr
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BUSINESS MAJORS
THE FRATERNITY PHI BETA LAMBDA IS
CURRENTLY SPONSORING ITS FALL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE IF YOU'RE A FUTURE BUSINESS LEADER, AND WANT TO BE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LARGEST ANO
FASTEST GROWING BUSINESS CHAPTER IN
THE STATE, REGISTER NOW IN THE FRONT
LOBBY OF THE B.A. BUILDING, SERT. 10-11;
Sam- 3pm. JOIN NOW!!

Join Ual The Student Legal Services and the
FTa-Law society Invite you to loin ua In teaming
about the new Student Legal Service. KanSutler, the SLS attorney wa toad the discussion
and answer your queaaona concerning the
Student Legal Service Retresnments wtl follow Wadnaaday, Sapt. 12, 1:00 p.m., 114
Education Ido,

out of six Ohio schools in a
regatta hosted by Cleveland
State at Edgewater Yacht
Club.
Seniors Steve Comen, skip>r, and Ray Schwarz, crew,
led the Falcons in the A divi-

The BG sailing squad set
the right course for their 1984
season by finishing second

HUMM Ml.lf

aTM 14
?

Barb Nottrour engaged? No way! Cong/alulations to you and yours' Baal of luck to you
Love, your Alpha Gam Sisters

Catch all the action
of the ' MudTug '
TONIGHT
on wide screen video
snowing starts at 10 pm.
Main St. 352-3703

Bowling Green has named
Richard Draper, top assistant
coach at Iowa, as the head
men's and women's swimming coach.
"We are extremely happy
to have Rich Draper aboard/'
BG Athletic Director Jack
Gregory said.
Draper, 35, has been the
sprint coach for the Hawkeyes, and in his four years at
Iowa helped the school to a
pair of Big Ten
championships and two second place finishes.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

16 Mosl unusual
2i Regarding
25 Luang
Prabang s
locale
27 Meddled
26 New York river
30 Fold on a gar
meni
32 Respeci
35 Headdress tor a
bishop. British
style
39 Tilting (oone
side
40 Throbbing

59 Wan
81 More
unbending
84 Spaniard
88 Stars m St Lo
67 Province of
Cuba
68 Last
89 Those of legal
minority

41 Eat m area
42 Particular view
44 Altec ted
manners
45 Causing fatigue
48 Provide commenlary
50 Actor John and
family
52
clear

laments

BARB. CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO BRUCEIfAN EARLY
CHRISTMAS PRESENT?!) ALL OUR LOVE
ANO BEST WP3HES. KYM AND JUDY.

ball upfield as a unit, not as
individuals trying to do it alone.
The Falcons must also dictate
the tempo of the game, something they have not done well.
While the BG offensive attack
has floundered, Marquette's has
flourished. In five games the
Warriors have outscored their
opponents 14-1. Last year's leading scorer, Jose Itarte, has already collected six goals this fall
and co-captain Jim Tutha has
scored five more.
MU lost only three players to
graduation while returning 10
sophomores.
Palmisano said over the past
two seasons Marquette has
made a solid commitment to
improve its soccer program.

FREE DRY SALE

Kdiied b> Trude Michel Jtffe
4 SonofZaut
5 Divine
Comedy poet
6 Baseball great
7 Eat-out am
8 Source of rum
9 Dispatch boat
10 Narrow inlet
11 Prankster's
product
12 Worsted'abne

Alpha XI OsHa would M>e to congratulate
Pin Mueller. Jean Kkiney, Marsh. Weleh,
Klmmy Barry, Carolyn Present on going
active. -XI Love.

CHI 0 IRJOBUSTERSI CONGRATULATIONS
ON WINNING SPIRIT AT MUDTUG I SPECIAL
CONGRATS TO MARGARET, DANA, JONNIE.
tHJBMY.ELAINE.I MARIANNE OUR TEAM
WHO WASN'T ■■ TRAIO NO MUD! "

The American Marketing Association's 198485 membership dnve is Sepl 10-14 Stgnupln
tar BA and Mem/Science tobbtoa. Anyone
rusreeled la welcome to torn Thoee who (omen
■at spring and paid local duee can now pay
OJ and SUPER SOUND SYSTEM lor PARTIES.
national duee for thai year.
DANCES, FORMALS Cal STEVE. 5350898
There wi be a Memorial Service for Professor or 242-4882
Donald Laventhaf on Friday. September 14 In
Typing. Papers dissertations, etc 372-2281
Prout Chapel at 11 A.M

Earn BGSU credit tvlng and working in Washington DC through Washington Center Intor
nahips. Open to si majors Open meeting
Thura Sapt 13 at 8pm, or Mon Sept. 17 at
4 30 m the Union, or cal Canter for Educational
OpBona 3720202

A-Chl-O'B. Gamma Phi Beta's. > PI Kappa Pts'e:
Thanks for the great 4-way on Friday. It waa a
great way lo start oil the lal social calender
The Slg Ep a

11 YEAR OLDS:
ENJOY THE FUN A DANCING
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ONLY.
MAIN ST. 352-3701

BACCHUS MEETING
WEDNESDAY. 8-9:30 p.m.
110 BA

ACROSS
1 Corfida par-do
pant
8 Unwieldy boats
14 Dined not
wisely but too
well
15 Lucky Linoy
17 SoMens
18 Moneymooner s
haven
19 Take
20 Wardrobe items
22 Russian village
23 Malay gibbon
24 Joiedevivre
26 Mottled or
greenish rock
29 Equal, lo Pierre
31 Distinctive atmosphere
33 Old Norse
poems
34 Smitten
36 That is lat
37 Tourist mecca
m Italy
38 West et ai
40 Take on
43 Fasten
securely
47 Kilted musician
48 Novice var
49 Cerlam tide
51 Forges bonds
53 Sounds ma
seance
55 Southern
constellation
56 Oeighton the
writer
57 Oral or written

gous Mayor's Cup Tournament,
sld in Oneontta, N.Y., which
included a 14 upset of 14th
ranked Hartwick University.
"The win showed that we
could play with any team in the
country, said fullback Tod
Johnson. "And I think before the
season ends BG will get a national ranking."
IF THE Falcons want a national ranking they're going to
have to rid themselves of a big
thorn in their side, namely the
floundering offensive attack. In
four games the Falcons have
only scored three goals, all coming off the foot of senior forward
Mark Jackson.
Palmisano said the offense
will improve if BG moves the

CATCH A DRAFT AT
ALL YOU
ALL YOU
CAN DRINK
CAN DRINK
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 8:30-12:00 mid.
Two buck cover'for the ladies;
Three buck cover for the guys
COVERS YOU TIL MIDNIGHT 1
Music by Ralph (The Frog) Gillespie
and the CS Air Fore:

|mis coupon goocTTor I

! 50* OFF I
i-w»cn
T/ I4T/0*I
COVER 9/12/84

1616 E. Wooster
Stadium Plaza

